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A Fish Out of Water: The Corporate
Executive as a Testifying Witness
By David S. Poole, Esq., and Kathy Kellermann, Ph.D., M.S., M.A.
The challenges facing a corporate executive who testiﬁes in a legal proceeding were, perhaps,
nowhere better illustrated than Microsoft Chairman Bill Gates’ infamous deposition testimony
in the Department of Justice antitrust case against his company. As one observer noted,
“Gates came across as a hair-splitting nebbish who was spectacularly uninformed about
critical decisions governing the company’s relationship with Apple Computer.... Slumped in
his chair in an ill-ﬁtting suit, there was Gates playing the part of village idiot, repeatedly
evading Boies’ probes by saying he didn’t know the answer or couldn’t remember.…‘I have
no idea what you’re talking about when you say ‘ask’,’ Gates said. And then he began to rock
back and forth in his chair, periodically scratching his head as if praying for an act of nature
to strike his tormentor.” 1
Bill Gates is not the only powerful person who has been made to look untrustworthy or
downright silly while testifying. Bill Clinton’s deposition debacle has its own place of ignominy
in American history. There are hosts of others.
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Counsel who have worked with CEOs and other high level corporate ofﬁcers to get them
ready for deposition or trial testimony understand all too well that they are often involved in
a high risk venture with many barriers to preparing that individual effectively to testify. The
very skills that propelled the executives to their lofty position and that have enabled them to
maintain their power base in the boardroom—a strong will, verbal skills which can inspire their
underlings and intimidate any would-be dissenters, a strong vision of what they believe to be
1
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the corporate reality—are the very things
that can lead to disastrous consequences
in the courtroom. The skills required in
the boardroom are not the skills required
in the courtroom.
Challenges for the Testifying Executive
Testifying executives face many
challenges. First, executives must ﬁnd
time to be prepared to testify. Demands
on the executive’s schedule often make
it difﬁcult to have the quantity and
quality time counsel need to prepare
the individual adequately for direct
testimony and cross-examination.
We have witnessed executives who
show up to testify with an obvious lack
of understanding as to the key issues
in the case. Unaware of key issues and
facts, executives are often forced to
answer questions by saying they
cannot remember or do not know.
However, data from mock trials and
post-verdict interviews of jurors
consistently show that jurors do
not trust witnesses who often say “I
don’t recall” or “I don’t know.”
On the other hand, jurors will fault
witnesses, especially corporate ofﬁcers,
for offering incorrect information: “He
said he followed company procedures,
but then he didn’t know what the
company policy was.” “The witness
used inappropriate numbers, didn’t do
deductions properly, presented things
in a roundabout way, and gave a lot of
incorrect information.” This problem
results from the far too frequent
occurrence of witnesses mistakenly
believing that because they are being
asked questions about a particular issue
or fact, they must have the responsibility
to “deliver for the company” on that
issue, and they will boldly give opinions
or their understanding of certain events
even where they were not percipient
witnesses. Preparation is a priority,
and it is the only thing that prevents
strong-willed executives from ending up

appearing “spectacularly uninformed.”
A second challenge executives face when
testifying is having to disengage their
often well-honed desire to control the
actions of those around them. Frequently,
executives try to take command of
the deposition and courtroom, much
as they take command of meetings
in the boardroom. Not used to being
aggressively challenged or having their
recall of events picked apart by contrary
documentary evidence, the executive’s
world as he or she imagines it to be can
often have an ugly collision with another
reality. Many corporate executives
become combative when testifying,
and rise up and fight to “score points.”
Their passionate advocacy and
overpowering of stubborn opponents
in the boardroom is contrary to the
role demanded in the courtroom.
The right to refuse to answer questions
in the boardroom is not a right
executives have in the courtroom. Postverdict juror interviews of testifying
corporate executives reveal that jurors
dislike this combative posture: “He spent
all his time ﬁghting, and didn’t answer
anything.” This combative posture is
judged even more negatively by jurors
when testifying executives adopt a
Jekyll and Hyde approach of ﬁghting
opposing counsel while cooperating with
their own counsel. “He refused to answer
questions sometimes. His testimony didn’t
hold much water with us in the jury room.
He wouldn’t answer a question unless it
favored his side.” Executives need to
adopt a non-combative, less controlling
role in the courtroom.
A third challenge executives face when
testifying is recognizing that they
must actively seek to get others (e.g.,
judge, jurors, etc.) to like them. Many
executives have survived for years based
on achieving certain economic goals
which did not require them to be the
most popular person in the company

cafeteria. In fact, the difﬁcult bottom line
decisions of successful management are often
challenging for the warm and fuzzy types. Yet,
the executive who walks and talks with what
is perceived to be a condescending, powerful
or arrogant demeanor may ﬁnd that such a
persona adversely impacts the judge or jury—
who will, consciously or subconsciously, root
for the person that they most like.
Executives’ tendency to focus on competence
often overlooks or disregards key standards
jurors use to judge executives as witnesses.
Standards equally, and often more, important
to jurors are the executive’s:
• trustworthiness (honesty),
• composure (being at ease),
• dynamism (involvement), and
• sociability (likeability).

anyone. Many jurors (from 50 to 70 percent)
believe that a company that has been sued has
to prove it did nothing wrong, and place the
corporate executives in a one-down position
relative to providing that proof, believing that
large companies will lie to win a lawsuit and
that corporate executives will say whatever it
takes to keep the company out of trouble.2
Jurors are distrustful of executive testimony,
scrutinize what executives say carefully,
and hold executives to a higher standard of
recall, knowledge and articulateness than
other witnesses. Today’s juror is skeptical
of corporate behavior, and places corporate
executives in the position of having to earn,
rather than expect, credibility, a position
relatively few executives face in everyday life.
The challenges an executive faces are many,
and the day-to-day means the executive uses
to overcome these challenges create problems
when testifying.

Jurors want to hear the truth spoken politely,
through clear and direct answers to questions,
with an even temper in direct and cross, using
Executive Witness Preparation
ordinary language with no evasions, and
Once the decision is made that a corporate
unaffected by interruptions or objections.
executive will testify,
When testifying,
plans should be made
executives
must
to get on his or her
overcome projecting
The skills required in the
calendar for multiple
their boardroom
boardroom are not the skills
sessions to prepare
persona, a persona that
for the event. We
required
in
the
courtroom.
elevates competence
recommend
an early
over trustworthiness,
“get
to
know
each
other
politeness and sociability.
session” where the major topics that are the
subjects of the dispute are discussed and any
The challenge for the executive is not limited
major issues the witness has can be identiﬁed.
to overcoming the transfer of his or her own
Such a session will enable counsel and the
boardroom tendencies to the courtroom,
witness to determine factors to be dealt with
but also to assist in overcoming the bias that
and what additional preparation should be
exists in jury populations against “Corporate
undertaken before the date of testifying. With
America.” A signiﬁcant portion (from 50 to
certain witnesses, adequate preparation may
75 percent) of the urban jury pool throughout
require several preparation sessions and it is
the country believes that big business cannot
critical that such a determination be made
be trusted, is unethical, and pursues proﬁt at
well ahead of the scheduled testimony to be
any cost. Roughly one in two jurors believes
able to accommodate all needed sessions.
that an important function of juries is to send
messages to corporations to improve their
behavior, and one in three jurors wants to
award punitive damages to punish a company
even if the company did not intend to hurt
2
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The testifying executive’s role. Counsel will
need to determine the strategy for the role
of the witness in the anticipated hearing,

Statistics are based on mock trial, community attitude, and juror questionnaire data collected while Dr. Kellermann was a Senior
Consultant at Trial Behavior Consulting from 2003 to 2006.
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example, an insurance executive who had
deposition or trial prior to the second session
worked extensively in customer relations
of preparation. The strategy should resolve
was able to adopt that role effectively when
the issue of how much, if any, the executive
testifying, because in that role he knew
should review documents or undertake other
and could enact instinctively the behaviors
efforts to refresh his or her recollection before
of helpfulness and friendliness as well as
testifying, as this will drive other decisions
competence. Identifying a persona with which
regarding preparation. At a minimum,
an executive is already familiar that engages
every witness should know certain basic
behaviors consistent with a cooperative
information before they testify. Among the
answerer role is a particularly effective way of
things they should know before they testify
helping the executive adopt the appropriate
are the general nature of the claims of the
behaviors and
parties, the legal
tone. The most
theories which
The
executive
who
has
what
is
perceived
needed behaviors
are being pursued
to be a powerful demeanor may ﬁnd
for the activated
by both their
company and
role
(in addition
that such a persona adversely impacts the
to competence)
the opposition,
judge or jury, who will root for the
and any areas of
are smiling,
person that they most like.
weakness in their
short sentences,
company’s case.
simple language,
It is critical that they also understand what
respectfulness, attentiveness and politeness.
their intended role is, and how to perform
Developing safe harbors. Litigation is ﬁlled
that role effectively from the point of view
of the decision-maker(s).
with landmines, a n d t e s t i f y i ng executives
need to be offered safe harbor, that is, a place
In addition to understanding their case
to run when they are stuck and do not
role, testifying executives also have to
know what to say. What follows are examples
learn the witness role. Executive witnesses
of behaviors that provide safe harbors to
commonly understand the witness role as
executives when testifying. The more of these
one of a “teller,” a competitive advocate who
behavioral techniques testifying executives
controls the question-answer interchange,
can learn the more effective they will be
arguing for their cause and swinging for home
as witnesses. These behavioral techniques
runs, not unlike their boardroom persona of
complement and promote the desired witness
a competent professional. The most effective
role of a cooperative answerer.
witness role, however, is that of an “answerer,”
• Rely on thematic answers. Each
a thoughtful and cooperative responder, who
executive witness needs to learn
is pleasant and trying to be helpful, with the
speciﬁc defense case themes they
purpose of assisting, rather than winning.
can use while answering counsel’s
Many executives have personas other
than their boardroom persona, ones they
exhibit socially, or with their children, or
when meeting persons for the ﬁrst time.
The sympathetic and likeable person that
testifying executives can possess when in
non-work or prior work environments needs
to appear when testifying, rather than the
professional boardroom persona to which
they often default. Frequently, one of these
other personas offers the very behaviors and
tone that is needed in the witness role. For
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questions. These defense case themes
provide the defense’s narrative, as well
as a way to answer questions when
speciﬁc answers are unknown, and are
best if articulated in the executive’s
(and not the attorney’s) own words.
Executive witnesses can also reinforce
key personal values (e.g., doing one’s
best, helping others) or their personal
philosophy when speciﬁc knowledge
or recall fails (e.g., “I try to do the best
I can.” “I did this because it would
help the stockholders.” “My personal

philosophy was to do what was good
for the customer.”). These thematic
answers tell the story of the defense
case, offer positive motives for the
company’s behavior, and reduce the
need to respond “I don’t know” or “I
can’t recall.”

cannot prevent the conditioning
phrase from being uttered.

• Use responsive answering. Responsive
answering employs words and
concepts used in the question to start
the answer. For example, if asked,
“What happened during your initial
• Speak in short, complete sentences.
interview with Mr. Smith?” the witness
might say, “During
People often
that interview, the
a n s w e r
Today’s juror is skeptical of
ﬁrst time I met with
questions
him, Mr. Smith
in day to
corporate behavior, and places
day life with
said….” Responsive
corporate executives in the position
phrases, rather
answering is polite
of having to earn credibility.
than sentences
(it shows listening),
(e.g., “What’s
is perceived as
your name? John Doe”). Sometimes,
thoughtful and helpful, and makes the
open-ended questions are answered
answer sound responsive even when it
with relatively lengthy replies. Both
may not be completely so.
of these tendencies are problematic
• “Own” bad facts. The most effective
for the testifying executive. The
executive witnesses admit what is
ﬁrst appears curt, while the second
obvious, addressing mistakes in a nonappears incompetent and may offer
defensive manner and framing them
more information than is desired by
as unintentional. Le a r n i n g f r o m
counsel. Answering in short, complete
mi
s t a k e s a n d taking action after
sentences is perceived as both
learning of them makes executives
thoughtful and polite (e.g., “What’s
appear
competent, concerned, and
your name? My nam e i s J o h n
thoughtful.
The more competent a
Doe”) and fulfills the “cooperative
person’s image, the more admitting
answerer” role without becoming
an error (and learning from it) makes
overly helpful.
the person likeable to others.
• Condition answers. When asked “yes”
• Explain mental lapses. Stating a
and “no” questions, many executives
desire to know or recall the requested
struggle. A single word response
information makes executives appear
may be overly broad, sounds curt,
cooperative and helpful (e.g., “I
and lets the longer questions seem
wish I could help you.” “I’d like to
more important than the shorter
help, though that document is not
answers while ﬁghting the question
something I recall seeing previously.”).
is combative. Neither response leads
Offering a reason for mental lapses is
to judgments of thoughtfulness and
also important. A reason might be
helpfulness. Short conditioning
contextual (“I was not an executive
phrases offer accurate answers,
at this company in 1975-77, so I
while sounding signiﬁcantly more
would need to get that information
thoughtful and helpful. Rather than
for you.” “My role was accounting,
“yes” or “no,” executives can say, “In
and marketing is really Bill’s area.”
some cases, yes,” “Generally, no,”
“I never worked on that matter.” “I
“Under some circumstances, yes,” or
was not present at that meeting.”
“In this situation, no.” We recommend
“I was not normally in the chain of
that the “yes” or “no” go at the end of
communication about that claim.”).
the answer, so that opposing counsel
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A reason might be temporal (“That
was many years ago and my memory
has faded.” “I haven’t read that
document recently.”). A reason might
be surprise (“I’ve not been asked that
before. Let me think.” “I don’t believe
I’ve seen this before.”). No matter,
providing a reason for mental lapses
is a way of maintaining the answerer
role while avoiding the answers, “I
don’t know” and “I can’t recall.”
• Smile. Perhaps the most forgotten, yet
most important, way of improving
the testimony of executives is to
have them smile (avoiding smirks,
grins, jokes, and other problematic
interpretations). Smiling begets
smiling, and we like people better who
smile. Recently, we worked with a
young and very capable executive who
jurors at a mock trial thought was a
“cold ﬁsh,” despite his being attractive
and well-spoken. Having the executive
smile while testifying changed jurors’
perceptions dramatically: in post-trial
interviews, jurors offered that this
executive was nice, approachable and
accomplished.
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These are just some of the behavioral
techniques that can help executives safely
through their trial testimony, and that
promote the “answerer” role that is desired.
No magic formulas exist for witness
preparation. Preparation takes time and
energy for everyone involved. Executives are
people, and the goal of witness preparation
is to capitalize on their strengths and offer
additional behaviors that help protect them,
not to change their personality. Positive
feedback is critical, as is focusing on what to
do rather than on what not to do.
The testimony and demeanor of corporate
executives is critical in most litigation.
Testifying at a hearing, deposition or trial
seems like it is becoming a rite of passage for
executives. The skills required of executives
in the boardroom are different than the skills
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required of executives in the courtroom.
The skills can be learned and executives, if
willing, are usually exceptional students.
This article originally appeared in the Winter 2006
edition of Corporate Counselor, a publication of the
Corporate Law Departments Section of the Los Angeles
County Bar Association. Reprinted with permission.
Dr. Kathy Kellermann, Ph.D., M.S., M.A., is the
Founder and President of ComCon Kathy Kellermann
Consulting in Marina del Ray, CA. She is an expert
in communication and trial strategy and has
consulted on numerous cases throughout the
country, as well as taught CLE workshops on
persuasive advocacy and storytelling techniques to
litigators. She has special expertise in case analysis
and trial strategy, witness preparation, and
developing persuasive strategies and trial themes
for openings, closings and witness examinations.
Kathy may be reached at (310) 822-8064 or by
e-mail at drkathykellermann@yahoo.com.
David S. Poole is a partner in the Los Angeles ofﬁce of
the law ﬁrm of Poole & Shaffery, LLP. He specializes
in complex civil litigation and environmental law.
His representations have included defending and
prosecuting claims on behalf of both international
and domestic business entities and individuals in
a variety of business, commercial, environmental,
product liability, intellectual property, trade secret,
employment and real property matters. He particularly
enjoys cross-examining corporate executives and
experts. He may be reached at Poole & Shaffery, LLP
at (213) 439-5390.
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ASTC Marks 25 Years of
Professional Development
By Kristin Modin, Ph.D.
While the “trial consultant” may have only recently pierced the national consciousness, the practice
itself has been developing into a profession for the past quarter century. This June marked the 25th
anniversary of the American Society of Trial Consultants (ASTC). The national conference, held
in Austin, Texas, showcased the Society’s continued commitment to professional development and
included presentations by well-known trial consultants, academics, attorneys, journalists, a federal
judge, and an ABA committee. Participants left the conference with a wealth of relevant research
and practical information not only for consultants but also for litigators interested in sharpening
their trial skills.
The content of conference sessions was designed with an eye for key changes within the consulting
and legal professions, as well as dedication to the principles that distinguish trial consulting from
other professions. While the conference relied heavily on the knowledge and generosity of its
members, the ASTC also values the insights of experts across all realms of the legal ﬁeld. This
collection of expert legal scholars provided fertile ground for multidisciplinary discussions on
all aspects of litigation as well as an excellent opportunity to network and confer with colleagues
operating across the nation.
In particular, the ASTC was proud to welcome Mark Curriden, Communication Director for Vinson
& Elkins, and author of an award-winning series in the Dallas Morning News, as its Anniversary
Keynote Speaker. Mark Curriden’s presentation centered on the story behind his bestseller, Contempt
of Court: The Turn of the Century Lynching that Launched One Hundred Years of Federalism. This book
centered on the story of Ed Johnson, a young black man falsely accused of raping a white woman
in 1906 in Chattanooga, Tennessee, and the two African American lawyers who handled the appeal
setting off the Supreme Court’s ﬁrst ever stay of execution (to prevent Johnson’s execution) and the
Supreme Court’s only criminal trial (to bring to justice the sheriff and deputies who subsequently
allowed Johnson’s lynching. The powerful message of the book, and of Mark Curriden’s presentation,
is that the spirit of legal persuasion must often be a few steps ahead of public attitudes, and must
occasionally be ahead of the law itself.
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The conference included several other notable sessions. The conference traveled to the University of
Texas at Austin School of Law in order to join in on a dialogue with the ABA Section of Litigation’s
Task Force on the Image of the Profession. Starting with data on public perceptions of law and the
legal profession, the session turned to real life (and death) stories from Texas’ active application of
the death penalty. Experts educated consultants and litigators on the forces working against attorneys
before they even step into the courtroom. At the same time, “Technology in the Courtroom”
highlighted jurors’ need for more complex visual displays. Experts advised litigators to concern
themselves with not only the content, but also the delivery of their arguments at trial.
The session “Top 10 Recent Empirical Research Projects Consultants Should Know About” attended
to the relevance of empirical research on trial advocacy and pretrial publicity to legal practice.
Utilizing these ﬁndings, academic professionals instructed consultants and legal professionals on
the improvement of trial strategy, presentation skills, and change of venue analysis.
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In “The Discoverability of Trial Consultant
Work Product: A Mock Hearing,” attorneys
Robert Feldhake and David Kent participated
in a mock hearing, moderated by Federal Court
Judge Barbara Lynn, to explore the developing
judicial guidelines concerning trial consultant
work product. The attorneys developed and
shared several concrete recommendations for
protecting trial consultant work product.
Cliff Atkinson of Sociable Media, the author
of Beyond Bullet Points (an Amazon.com Top
5 bestseller), and consultant on the nation’s
ﬁrst Vioxx trial, Ernst v. Merck, presented
“Visual Rhetoric in the Courtroom: Using
Cognitive Design to Frame, Present, and
Win Your Case.” This session provided key
tips on the importance and appropriate
utilization of PowerPoint and visual design in
the development of case strategy. The bottom
line? While simple phrasing and imagery aids
retention and inﬂuence, the more common
approach of saturating presentations with text
and bullet points is more likely to confuse
than enlighten.
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The Austin conference also served as an
important marker of the ASTC’s history
and its progression towards professional
development. This conference witnessed the
introduction of updates to change of venue
standards and new additions to two practice
areas: witness preparation and post-trial juror
interviews. Membership subsequently voted
on and passed these revisions. This represents
the ﬁnalization of a complete set of standards
and guidelines in the ASTC’s Professional
Code of Practice.
If you’re interested in learning more about research
and practice tips, etc., next year’s annual conference
will be held June 8-11, 2007, in Long Beach,
California. Don’t hesitate to contact Chris Dominic,
President Elect and Program Planning Chair, by
e-mail at chris.dominic@tsongas.com, to express
interest in attending, speaking, and learning at next
year’s conference.
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Quick
Courtroom
Tips

By
Bob Gerchen

“What the People
Believe, Is True”
— Anishinabe Indian Proverb
So many times, as I’ve sat with clients
in the viewing room of a focus group or
mock trial, watching juror deliberations,
I’ve heard this explosion: “Where in
the *&!# did they get that?! How could
that possibly be important??” That has
nothing to do with the case!”
Ah, but it does. That’s why we test cases.
To find out what is important to
the people who are most important.
Ignore what they say is important at
your own peril.
Bob Gerchen is the Director of the St. Louis ofﬁce
of Litigation Insights. He may be reached at
(314) 863-0909 or by e-mail at
rgerchen@ligitationinsights.com.
For more information about Bob Gerchen’s book,
101 Quick Courtroom Tips for Busy Trial Lawyers,
visit www.CourtroomPresentationTips.com.

JUROR ATTITUDES:
Corporate America
What is your level of agreement with the
following statements?

Business executives share
my values.1
Agree
31%

In evaluating a company’s
conduct, which do you think
should be given greater weight?1
Whether the company
acted legally
40%

Whether the company
acted ethically
60%

Disagree
67%

Corporations should be
held to a higher standard
of responsibility than
individuals are.1
Disagree
21%

Agree
77%

1
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Source: Persuasion Strategies 2006 National Survey,
N=500.

INTERESTED IN
ADVERTISING IN
THE JURY EXPERT?
It is with great pleasure that we offer the
opportunity for you to advertise in The
Jury Expert. This service allows you to
communicate directly with our readership
(trial attorneys and trial consultants).
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If you are interested in advertising or have
any questions, please contact Douglas K.
Constant (information below). You may also
visit our web site at www.thejuryexpert.com
to download the ratecard and advertising
contract in PDF format. We look forward
to helping you promote your services in our
publication.

For more information contact:
Douglas K. Constant, Ad Sales Mgr.
1910 D St. NE,
Washington, DC 20002
(202) 359-5988 (Ofﬁce)
dconstant@clear-blue-concepts.com
www.thejuryexpert.com
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Actor Tools for
the Courtroom:

The Jury Expert

How to Represent the Villian
By Jill Levin and Catherine Albers
Actors and trial lawyers are in the same business.
Both trafﬁc in the affairs of human behavior
in all its complex, sometimes infuriating glory.
Great actors and great lawyers make a very real
connection with the audience, or jury, and use
genuine passion to tell the story. Of course, the
stakes are entirely different (no one was ever
actually sentenced to death or ordered to pay
millions of dollars in the theater!), but the process
of creating an entirely truthful presence onstage
can be transferred to the courtroom. This is true
even when you ﬁnd yourself representing a client
whose actions or personality you don’t like.

Step one: Gut check
All actors and trial lawyers want to be completely
believable, but the only way to do that is to
completely believe.
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Then dig deeper. Ask yourself, why? Why do
I feel pity? Because it’s sad that a person who
works hard his whole life and gets run-down and
burned-out is ﬁred for no good reason. Or perhaps
in another case, Why do I feel jealousy? Because
this company already has so much, and here they
are asking for more! I was always taught not to
be greedy! This last part is a gold mine—how
the case relates to your own life—because that
is exactly what the jury will do. And you can
build a relationship with the jury if you can
acknowledge your own feelings about the case,
get them to acknowledge theirs, and try to open
them up to other possibilities from there. Open
yourself up ﬁrst.

Actors sometimes get
stuck by saying things
As an actor, when I
like, well, my character
Great actors and great lawyers
ﬁrst look at a character
would never do this or
make a very real connection with the
I am going to play, I
that. Or, I would never
have an initial series of
audience, or jury, and use genuine
do a nasty thing like my
impressions: whether I
character did. I am so
passion to tell the story.
like or understand the
NOT Lady Macbeth. I
character, where my life
would never be conniving
experience and that of
or ruthless like she was.
the character’s overlap. I don’t have any control
Good actors, though, would never use negative
over these initial responses, they just happen.
descriptions, because the character always has
Then I might dig a little deeper: what qualities or
a legitimate reason for what they do and who
actions attract me and which do I ﬁnd offensive?
they are. That’s human. Lady Macbeth is not
Then I try to determine why I feel that way,
conniving, she’s a brilliant political strategist.
because in order to play the part from inside, I
She’s not ruthless, she’s unerringly loyal to her
have to get past negative feelings about it. You will
husband. To get to this realization, an actor
have to do this with your view of your client as
might go through a “what if ” process:
well, if you want to represent him or her with
true passion.
• What if she has been taught that a wife’s
Close your eyes, uncross your arms and legs, sit
balanced on the chair, feet in front ﬂat on the
ﬂoor. Take several slow, deep breaths, relaxing the
body. Now imagine your client. As the image of
that person is before you, what he or she looks
like, dresses like, sounds like, notice what you
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feel about that client as a person. Do you feel
sympathy? Fear? Distaste or distrust? Jealousy?
Try to then remember ﬁrst hearing the facts
of the case. What did you feel about the case?
Boredom? Disgust or outrage? Pity? (Take
note, because this is what the jury will probably
experience too, when they look at your client
and hear the facts of the case.)
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devotion is the most important virtue?
• What if she deeply feels that her husband
would be the best ruler for the people?
Or that she would be the best ruler, but is
unjustly denied that possibility?
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Then we can reframe her actions and better
understand her. We are representing her
from the inside.

Step two: Fill in the blank
Now look at the things you dislike or don’t
understand about your client, and imagine
a possible scenario that would change that
impression. Ideally, not many of your
clients remind you of Lady Macbeth, but
this process can be used with any client
whose actions might be difﬁcult for a jury
to understand.
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• What if the motivation was fear?
• What if there is genuine love in
the story?
• What if there is understandable
loyalty?
• What if there was a noble effort
that failed?
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• What if... ?
Fill in the blank for your client’s actions. You
will begin to ﬁnd the passion in the story.
and I feel a little bit ashamed about that now. And I’m
going to ask you to go on this journey with me, where
In the theater, we don’t turn to the audience
we can listen more deeply and set aside some of those
and say how we, as
early judgments so we can get to
actors, feel about
the truth.” Your jury will hear the
In order to play the part from
the characters. But
authenticity in your revelation and
in the courtroom,
you will have earned credibility.
inside, you have to get past
it’s possible for the
negative feelings about it.
The kind of soul-searching
lawyer to do exactly
suggested in the steps above may
that, and it may be
lead to a brilliant breakthrough
used to advantage.
that
you
can
share
with
your jury in voir dire. Or
If you have followed the steps described
it
may
be
something
you
can use in your opening
above, you have already worked through the
statement, to take the wind out of your opponent’s
feelings yourself so you know what you’re
sail. Or maybe it will just allow you, like a good actor,
asking the jurors to work through.
to be more believable and more passionate as you tell
You might say to them, “Well, I’m afraid I’ve
the story of what it is to be ﬂawed (not villainous) and
got one of those cases. I’m afraid you might
altogether human.
do what I did, when I ﬁrst met Mr. Damon.
When Mr. Damon came to me with his case
Jill Levin and Catherine Albers are co-founders of Trial in
it was a bad day, and I thought, ‘I’m scared
Action, a specialty ﬁrm based in Cleveland, Ohio. Trial in
of this guy, and his story sounds ﬁshy, and I
Action uses actor training techniques to work with attorneys
bet he’s a real good-for-nothing.’ And then
on improving communication and presentation skills. They may
I listened a little deeper. And I discovered
be reached at (216) 780-0365, or for more information, see
that I had been wrong about a lot of those
www.trialinaction.com.
things. I was wrong to judge him so quickly,

Step three: Share the truth
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Thanks for reading The Jury Expert!

If you have recommendations for future content coverage, please feel free to contact me at the e-mail address below.
Teresa Rosado, Ph.D., Editor
trosado@juriscomm.com
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